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Mobile advertising has grown rapidly in the United States from a marketing, 

technology, and consumer acceptance point of view.  This professional report will begin 

with an overview of the current mobile landscape, including device and network history.  

Various techniques will then be covered, including formats such as messaging (SMS), 

mobile search, display, and video advertising.  Each of these methods will be discussed 

in detail, highlighting benefits and drawbacks, followed by typical monetization and 

measurement for each format.  This report will then shift from a marketer point of view 

to a consumer point of view, highlighting consumer use statistics and citing examples of 

consumer response to specific mobile advertising campaigns.  While the majority of this 

report is focused on the United States and business-to-consumer marketing, global 

mobile advertising and mobile advertising in a business-to-business context will also be 

discussed.  This report concludes with recommendations for professionals, resulting in a 

usable guide to creating successful mobile campaigns.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Mobile advertising in the U.S. is growing rapidly; one study estimates 2012 mobile ad 

spending to increase 180% from 2011, hitting $4 billion by year end (Fredrickson, 2012).  

This rapid growth is attributed to many factors, including device penetration, network 

and technological capabilities, and advanced targeting and measurement techniques.  

Regardless of the reason for growth, however, a huge opportunity still remains.  While 

mobile advertising spending is increasing, it still makes up a relatively small percentage 

of the average firm’s advertising budget; while mobile now occupies 10 percent of 

people’s media consumption time, it accounts for only 1 percent of typical advertising 

budgets (Ostrow, 2012).   

From a consumer point of view, individuals today are more and more accepting 

of mobile advertising as a means of marketing communication.  Devices have nearly 

become inseparable from daily life, and mobile advertising that offers real value and 

fulfills a need can be very well received.   Mobile messaging is often highly targeted and 

personalized, giving consumers relevant information and marketers a way to effectively 

establish a connection, encourage a two-way dialogue and promote loyalty.  

This report will outline the existing mobile marketing and advertising landscape, 

from both a firm and consumer point of view.  The next chapter will include a brief 

history of mobile networks and devices, and review advertising techniques associated 

with such devices.  Chapter three will address monetizing and measuring mobile 
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campaigns.  Consumer response to mobile advertising and examples of successful 

campaigns will be covered in chapter four.  Although mobile advertising provides many 

benefits, the downsides to these formats will be addressed in chapter five.  While the 

primary focus of this report is on the U.S. mobile market, a global outlook will be 

provided in chapter six, as will other topics of interest such as business-to-business 

mobile advertising.  Finally, this report will include recommendations for professionals.   

Mobile advertising provides a huge opportunity to reach customers often at or 

near the point of sale, and offers brands an effective new channel for achieving many 

other marketing goals.  Though written to educate and inform, the ultimate goal of this 

report is to provide a useful summary that culminates in easy-to-use guidelines, allowing 

a firm to create successful and profitable mobile advertising and marketing strategy.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

MOBILE HISTORY AND CURRENT ADVERTISING TECHNIQUES 

Mobile Device and Network History 

Though mobile telephones existed for use in trains and automobiles as early as the 

1940’s, the more commonly understood mobile phone was first introduced in 1973 by 

Motorola.  Martin Cooper, a research executive for the company, placed a call from a 

handheld device to his rival at competing firm Bell Labs.  Though the phone was 

considered a breakthrough, it was a far cry from devices of today.  The initial prototype 

weighed 2.5 pounds, was nine inches long and five inches deep; after just 30 minutes of 

talk time it required a ten hour re-charge.  Early mobile telephones were used primarily 

for business or emergency communications, and though sizes gradually decreased and 

battery-life increased, the sole purpose of these devices was talking and calls in both 

directions were placed through an operator.     

The first generation of cellular systems carried voice signals on an analog radio 

waveform.  Though digital signals were available at the time, the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) was not convinced that a fully digital system would 

achieve the same efficiency or voice quality as an analog channel.  Further, the high cost 

of digital cell sites was prohibitive – land, towers, antennas and cables, maintenance, 

transmission facilities and backup power could run upwards of a million dollars.  

However, it was later proven that increasing the number of digital channels allows 

providers to spread the cost of the site among more customers, ultimately reducing the 
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overall cost per user as more subscribers join any given digital channel.  Thus, the 

second generation, or “2G” digital cellular system was born.   

Capabilities today are increasing rapidly; in addition to increased capacity and 

reduced cost, third generation, or “3G” systems allow for simultaneous transmission of 

voice and data over a network, allowing users to connect wirelessly to the internet.  The 

current successor, “4G” or fourth generation, allows for mobile ultra-broadband 

internet access, giving users faster mobile web access, gaming capabilities, high-

definition video, and cloud computing functionality.  The most recent upgrade, long-

term evolution or “LTE” is faster still, and is quickly becoming the global standard for 

wireless data communication.          

In addition to the rapid development of cellular networks, mobile devices are 

simultaneously evolving from the first iteration, which was jokingly nicknamed “the 

brick.”  It was not until 1987 that mobile phones were small enough to be portable 

without a briefcase, and not until 1996 that devices were small enough to fit in the 

carrier’s pocket.  The 1990’s also brought about short message service, or SMS texting, 

cameras, and the ability to add multimedia content such as music and ringtones to 

mobile phones.  In the early 2000’s, access to one’s email account and internet 

connectivity was made possible by RIM and its BlackBerry devices, and a generation of 

“smartphones” has followed.  The Apple iPhone was first released in 2007 and was the 

first device on the market with a touchscreen display.    
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Tablet computers have existed as peripheral devices and desktop accessories 

since the 1960’s.  However, the GridPad, introduced in 1989, was the first true portable 

tablet PC.  Weighing in at 5 pounds, it had a price-tag of $2,300 and was designed for 

business applications, such as in-field data collection and record management.  AT&T 

launched its EO PC in 1993, a device that came with an integrated cellular phone, a 

modem and fax, hard drive, a microphone, and speakers.  Apple’s first contribution to 

the tablet marketplace was the Newton, also released in 1993, but unlike the company’s 

later tablets, the bulky Newton never established traction with consumers.  Similar to 

mobile telephones, tablet evolution saw the devices getting more portable, richer in 

terms of graphics and capabilities, and less expensive to own.  It was not until 2010, 

however, with the launch of the first Apple iPad, that the tablet computer market really 

took shape.  The popularity of the first generation iPad resulted in approximately 10.3 

million tablet users in 2010, a number which is predicted to reach 82.1 million by 2015 

(Mobile Marketer Report, 2011).   

Arguably more impressive than the rate of technological development of cellular 

networks and mobile devices, is the rapid rate of adoption of these devices.  As of April 

2012, 88 percent of U.S. adults own a cell phone of some kind, and 50 percent of U.S. 

phone subscribers now own smart phones as opposed to “feature” phones (one that 

only has voice and text messaging capabilities as opposed to email and internet 

connectivity).  In terms of market share, the Android operating system continues to be a 

market leader, owning 43 percent market share, with Apple’s iOS a close second at 43 
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percent, and BlackBerry’s RIM commanding a very small 5 percent of the U.S. smart 

phone market share (Nielsen, 2012).  Because smart phones now dominate the market, 

it is no surprise that nearly half of all cell phone users (55 percent) use their phone to go 

online.  Further, nearly half of all 18-29 year olds do most of their online browsing on a 

mobile device (Smith, 2012) as opposed to a desktop computer.  Pew Research Center’s 

Internet & American Life Project report found the primary reasons for mobile internet 

access were convenience, accessibility, and fit with usage habits.  The fact that more 

and more people not only own mobile devices, but use them to access online content 

makes mobile advertising a topic of increasing importance for marketers. 

Mobile Advertising Techniques 

Currently, mobile advertising primarily includes messaging, display, search, and video 

formats.  No different than more traditional mediums, mobile advertising can help build 

brand awareness, increase customer acquisition, engagement and loyalty.  However, 

mobile advertising provides greater opportunities to extend customized offers and 

coupons, stimulate conversation among consumers and social media engagement, and 

increase sales both online and in-store. 

  Looking at each format individually, messaging (SMS) advertising consists of 

placing a marketing message into a text message that consumers have opted in to 

receive.  A study by technology intelligence firm ABI Research found that consumers 

worldwide sent more than 7 trillion text messages in 2011 (Mobile Marketer Report, 

2012).  This high level of engagement indicates a high comfort level with using SMS to 
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communicate, making it a natural method for marketers to reach consumers.  In 

addition to providing coupons, offers and information, text messages have the power to 

drive consumers to the web or brick and mortar store, or download mobile applications. 

Department store JCPenny, along with its revamped overall branding campaign, recently 

launched a time-sensitive SMS campaign.  In April of 2012, the campaign sent text 

messages to opted-in customers, alerting them to a one-day event to promote Easter 

dresses.  The message also featured a link that allowed users to browse and shop for 

Easter clothing on the stores mobile site.        

Technology advancements, such as location-based geo-fencing, provide the 

opportunity to send consumers customized text messaging based on digitally zoned 

areas.  When customers have opted in to receive a company’s SMS alerts, a user who 

enters a geo-fenced area will receive a message tailored to their location and pre-

defined interests.  The North Face has been using this tactic for a few years, initially 

sending SMS messages with promotional offers once a customer is within a given range 

of a zoned The North Face store.  The campaign has since expanded to include zoned 

hikes, parks, and other popular activity destination the company knows its customers 

value, providing weather information, trail maps, and other useful information.     

Display mobile advertising includes rich media and static banners that run in 

mobile applications and on the mobile web.  Display ads primarily appear as click-to-

web, click-to-call, click-to-text, and click-to-rich media including video and music 

downloads.  These formats provide marketers the opportunity to offer interested 
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consumers in-depth information, richer experiences, and customized offers beyond the 

initial display.  Similar to SMS, display advertising is increasingly attractive to marketers 

for its high engagement rate; in 2012 the engagement rate with mobile display 

advertising was nearly 15 percent for smart phones and even higher (17 percent) for 

tablet users (Perez, 2012).   

 Mobile search advertising, similar to desktop web-based search advertising, is 

the paid listings that a consumer sees after entering a query.  While mobile search on 

both phones and tablets have constrained screen real-estate, ultimately reducing the 

number of ad impressions that can be served, engagement with search on mobile 

devices is often higher than searches on traditional computers - 4.12 percent on 

smartphones versus 2.38 percent on desktop computers (Marin Software Report, 2012).  

The primary reason for such high engagement directly links to usage habits; mobile 

users are often making queries on the go, seeking immediate recommendations, or 

performing searches in-store before making a purchase.  

 Google AdWords, the leader in paid-search advertising for both desktop and 

mobile, recently made some drastic changes to their bidding and campaign 

management system, ultimately making it more mobile-friendly.  Ads within a single 

campaign can now be sized automatically based on the viewer’s device, rather than the 

advertiser having to specify whether a campaign is for mobile, tablet, or desktop.  

Google AdWords bidders can also take advantage of mobile’s geo-targeting capabilities, 
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with the option to bid more on searches conducted closer to a particular location and 

less for searches conducted in non-relevant geographic areas.              

 Mobile video is the format that has perhaps the greatest potential for 

advertisers based on its rapid growth, engagement, and user experience potential.  

According to a mobile video report from Nielsen, the number of U.S. mobile users who 

watch videos on their devices increased more than 40 percent year-over-year 2010, 

meaning almost 25 million people consume video content on phones and tablets.  More 

importantly, video advertising provides the greatest potential to deliver the kind of rich 

messaging marketers and consumers alike have grown accustomed to from traditional 

media such as television.  Mobile ads that contain video are estimated to improve 

engagement by about one third, increasing interaction time from twenty seconds to a 

minute or longer (Perez, 2012).  Further, mobile devices command captivity that 

traditional media do not; if a user is watching video on their smartphone or tablet, they 

are not as likely to be performing a second task.   

 As technology increases, marketers are coming up with more innovative ways to 

reach consumers via mobile advertising.  Newer formats include barcodes and other 

quick response (QR) codes that consumers can scan with their devices, most often 

linking them to further information or product offers.  Despite the initial excitement 

from marketers, QR codes have yet to catch on as well as some hoped they would.  

Scanning a code requires downloading a special app prior to scanning, and their dot 
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pattern has little visual appeal on its own, making the time and effort required to 

interact with these codes seemingly greater than the potential reward.   

 Regardless of which format is being used, mobile advertising gives marketers the 

opportunity to make traditionally one-dimensional messaging – such as print, direct 

mail, and even television – engaging and dynamic.  Mobile media has the potential to 

make other touch-points more effective, adding location context, personalization, and 

social media sharing functionality.  However, despite engagement and user experience 

benefits, mobile advertising is still best leveraged as part of a multi-channel campaign.  

While it is true that consumers today still spend more time with television media as 

opposed to any other medium (278 minutes per day spent with television, as opposed 

to 82 minutes with non-voice mobile), the once mass-audience is now fragmented.  

Media multi-tasking is becoming the norm; nearly half of television watchers (49 

percent) admit to using a smart-phone while watching television, with 22 percent using 

their phone to check whether something they herd on television was true or not 

(eMarketer Report, 2012).   

North American fast-food company Arby’s successfully drove trial, sales, and 

loyalty through its relatively innovative multi-channel campaign in 2009.  The campaign, 

to promote its Roastburger sandwich, kicked off with late-night talk show host Jimmy 

Kimmel urging viewers to text the word “ROASTBURGER” to a provided telephone 

number.  Consumers were then rewarded with a free sandwich with the purchase of any 

drink.  The campaign later included print, television, radio, in-store, and outdoor media, 
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all urging consumers to text words in order to interact with the brand.  The campaign 

not only successfully started a conversation with consumers, who lined up outside 

Arby’s restaurants to claim their free sandwiches, it allowed the company to collect 

valuable customer data through the opt-in SMS process; of consumers who replied with 

a text interaction, more than 89 percent opted to join the Arby’s database in hopes of 

receiving future coupons and offers (Salz, 2010).  Arby’s continues to leverage multi-

channel campaigns, often promoting new food and beverage offerings in a similar style.    

More recently, the Lincoln car company also teamed up with a late-night talk 

show host for a multi-channel campaign which featured primarily mobile consumer 

interaction.  Jimmy Fallon, in December of 2012, urged viewers to tweet their favorite 

road trip stories using the hashtag #SteerTheScript.  The tweets would then be culled 

down by Fallon, with his select favorites ultimately being combined into one commercial 

to be aired during the 2013 Super Bowl.  While the campaign has yet to be fully analyzed 

in terms of engagement and overall success, the car company is again prompting fans to 

tweet their response to the question “Where do you want to go?”    

Now that an overview of the history of mobile capabilities and current 

advertising techniques has been presented, the following chapter will outline 

monetization and measurement of mobile advertising, going into further detail about 

how mobile often fits into the typical broader marketing campaign.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

MONETIZATION AND MEASUREMENT 

Spending on Mobile Advertising 

The U.S. mobile advertising market is growing rapidly in terms of dollars spent.  

Research firm eMarketer estimates mobile ad spending in the U.S. for 2011 reached 

$1.5 billion, an 89 percent increase from 2010.  The company also estimated another 80 

percent growth for 2012, reaching a total of $2.6 billion spent on mobile formats 

(eMarketer Report, 2012).  This increase indicates that brands are now more receptive 

to mobile as a viable method to reach consumers and achieve marketing goals.   

 As previously discussed, each mobile format has the potential to engage 

consumers in exciting ways, perhaps even more-so that traditional media.  While 

spending overall is increasing, it is not increasing equally among formats.  Looking at 

each format individually in chart A below, we can see that certain categories are 

expected to grow more rapidly than others.    

 

 

US Mobile Ad Spending, by Format, 2011-2016

millions and CAGR

2011 2012* 2013* 2014* 2015* 2016* CAGR

Search 652.8$       1,279.5$    2,154.3$    3,250.8$    4,295.5$    5,250.3$      52%

Display 445.4$       861.7$       1,508.0$    2,307.2$    3,152.3$    4,005.4$      55%

Messaging 284.3$       318.6$       353.3$       387.8$       433.0$       487.1$          11%

Video 62.8$          151.5$       293.0$       517.0$       779.4$       1,082.5$      74%

Total 1,445.3$    2,611.3$    4,308.6$    6,462.8$    8,660.2$    10,825.3$    49%

*estimates

Source: eMarketer, January 2012

CHART A
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Paid search advertising currently dominates the mobile category, and is expected 

to do so in the coming years.  This growth can partially be attributed to the increases in 

smart device penetration (both phones and tablets), and the overall growth in mobile 

internet access.  Further, increases in campaign management and targeting, largely 

made possible by category leader Google as discussed in the previous chapter, have 

made paid search attractive to brands.  Finally, growth in this category can be attributed 

to its potential direct impact on sales goals; mobile search is often performed closer to 

the point of purchase than a desktop search, making mobile more valuable to a brand. 

Despite its overall dominance, mobile search is not expected to grow as rapidly 

as other formats.  Video, the format with the least amount of current spend, is expected 

to grow exponentially over other formats.  This growth is largely attributed to the 

formats ability to replicate television advertising in terms of sound, image, and emotion. 

Growth is also linked to mobile broadband capabilities, meaning simply that more users 

have the means to stream video on smart mobile devices.  Though mobile video is 

enticing to marketers, it is the format with the greatest potential drawback for 

consumers in that it requires the largest amount of data transfer, a downside which will 

be discussed at greater length in chapter five.  

Spending on display advertising is expected to increase at rates similar to search, 

largely for the same reasons of device capability and penetration.  Display advertising is 

also expected to increase due to the number of applications available on smart devices, 

and by in-app advertising platforms, such as Apple’s iAd.  iAd, launched in July of 2010, 
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allows third-party developers to directly embed advertising into their applications.  The 

platform is based on a revenue-sharing model, with Apple keeping 30 percent of the 

revenue from advertising, and the remaining 70 percent going to developers (Smith, 

2012).  Though iAd is one of few in-app mobile ad platforms, and is available exclusively 

for Apple devices on the iOS operating system, Apple users may be less likely to click on 

in-app display ads according to a recent Nielsen report.  Android users are in fact more 

likely to click on display ads within apps, seemingly due to the fact that the Android 

platform has more free apps than Apple’s App Store.  The report theorizes that Android 

users are more accepting of the trade-off of viewing advertising in exchange for free 

content (Nielsen, 2012).   

Though mobile messaging (SMS) will continue to grow, it is not predicted to see 

the same rapid growth as other advertising formats, in terms of amount spent.  Because 

messaging is currently the only form of mobile advertising that does not require a 

smartphone, it continues to be attractive to marketers.  Further, as discussed 

previously, texting is nearly a universal activity meaning a wide demographic of 

consumers is comfortable with the activity; as many as 20 percent of mobile users aged 

55 and above are comfortable sending and receiving SMS texts (eMarketer Report, 

2010).  However, the drawbacks to SMS mobile advertising include lack of visual appeal 

and character length limitations, which will ultimately result in marketers shifting their 

budgets to more dynamic formats.  Though spending on messaging is decreasing, it 
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should not be overlooked.  This format, more than any other, has the unique ability to 

immediately engage in two-way conversation with a consumer.       

 Despite increases in spending across all formats of mobile advertising, it still 

makes up a very small percentage of marketers total budgets.  While nearly half (49 

percent) of marketing executives said mobile advertising was “important” or “very 

important” it still remains about 1 percent of an average companies overall advertising 

spend (Meeker, 2012).  It is important to note that more traditional media, such as 

television, internet, radio, and even print still command a large percentage of the 

average consumers’ time and advertisers’ budget, again reinforcing the point that 

mobile best exists as part of an integrated strategy.  When looking at consumers’ media 

habits, however, the fact remains that mobile presents a huge opportunity given the 

amount of time spent with mobile devices.  Chart B illustrates this opportunity.   

 

 

% of Time Spent in Media vs. % of Advertising Budget, US, 2011

Source:Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers (KPCB), 2012
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Measurement Capabilities 

Mobile advertising, while frequently purchased in a similar fashion to traditional media 

– on a cost-per-impression basis – affords new and exciting measurement capabilities.  

Because of its real-time interactive qualities, many mobile ad formats provide real-time 

data for marketers, giving them the ability to test and optimize campaigns immediately.  

Because of geo-targeting capabilities, marketers are able to deliver more relevant 

content to their targeted customers, ultimately increasing interaction with campaigns 

and driving up the return on investment.  Despite these benefits, measurement is one 

area of mobile advertising that desperately needs improvement due to downsides like 

lack of standardization of measurement, privacy concerns with mobile users, and the 

simple fact that small screen sizes result in a large number of accidental clicks.  Further 

problems with mobile advertising will be discussed in chapter five. 

Until a recent Nielsen study, little research had been done to compare mobile 

campaigns head-to-head with traditional mediums, in terms of measurement metrics 

like brand awareness, favorability, and purchase intent.  One study, initiated in May of 

2012 by mobile video ad-network AdColony, media agency Horizon Media, and an 

unnamed major consumer product good (CPG) brand, compared the effectiveness of 

the same 15-second video spot aired across television, online, and mobile channels.  In 

terms of ad recall, the mobile video was 2.7 times more effective than online and 1.6 

times more effective than television.  In terms of purchase intent, mobile video was 2.5 

times more effective than online and 7.5 times more effective than television 
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(Marketwire Report, 2012).  While the study only includes mobile video, and further 

research is certainly needed to compare other mobile formats with traditional mediums, 

the results point to the major opportunity available with mobile advertising.     

 While this chapter aimed to outline the monetization and measurement 

capabilities of mobile advertising, it was done so from the marketer’s point of view.  To 

understand why mobile advertising can be so effective, it is important to look at the 

topic from a consumer’s point of view, which will be the focus of the following chapter.    
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONSUMER RESPONSE 

Consumer Behavior and Interaction with Mobile Advertising 

Consumer behavior with mobile devices in general is one reason for the increasing 

interest among marketers.  One study found that 82 percent of consumers use their 

devices while in a store, with 17 percent saying they had shown their phones to a store 

employee, asking for an item pictured (Mobile Marketer Report, 2011).  Consumers are 

able to compare product offerings, read reviews, share items with friends, and price 

compare at the point of sale, making this an increasingly crucial time for advertisers to 

reach potential customers.  Consumers of today expect to be able to interact with 

brands, and, especially with mobile, advertising is no longer a one-way communication 

method.   

 While it is clear that mobile advertising is becoming a priority for marketers, 

consumers are increasingly receptive to the format.  According to a study by ad network 

inMobi and comScore, 38 percent of consumers surveyed felt mobile ads “serve an 

important purpose” while another 25 percent said they were getting accustomed to 

viewing ads on their mobile devices.  Most importantly, only 12 percent of survey 

respondents felt mobile ads were intrusive.  As previously mentioned, users on the 

Android operating system are most likely to have clicked on mobile advertising, followed 

by Microsoft Windows Mobile, and Apple iOS operating systems.     
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Interestingly, men of all ages tend to be more receptive to mobile advertising 

than women, with 71 percent of men saying they are “somewhat or very comfortable” 

with mobile ads, as opposed to just 53 percent of women expressing the same comfort 

level (eMarketer Report, 2011).  Though men and women own mobile devices, including 

smart phones and tablets, in roughly equal proportions, men are more likely to engage 

in activities like app-based gaming and video streaming, two activities which are popular 

ad vehicles among mobile marketers.  In contrast, women use mobile devices more for 

activities like reading, social networking, and basic web browsing – activities which 

might make advertising seem more intrusive.  Men are leading the pack when it comes 

to mobile commerce as well, with 45 percent of male smart phone users having 

completed a mobile purchase, as opposed to just 34 percent of women; the items most 

frequently purchased by both genders are digital content (music, games and movies) 

followed by movie and event tickets.    

 Not surprisingly, receptiveness to mobile advertising by age demographic 

corresponds closely with mobile phone usage and adoption by age, with millennials 

(those born between 1977 and 1994) being more receptive to mobile ads.  One Nielsen 

survey found that 13 percent of those aged 13-17, and 8 percent of those 18-34 always 

look at mobile ads.  This is a rather steep drop-off for older viewers; of those 55 and 

above, only 1 percent said they always look at mobile ads.  Given the fact that smart 

phone adoption is greater among younger consumers, and older adults use their phones 
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primarily for calling and personal texting rather than information and entertainment 

purposes, these statistics are to be expected.   

 Another reason mobile advertising is catching on with consumers is that it often 

has a call to action that fulfills an immediate need.  Consumers search, click, download, 

or respond to a text and are immediately rewarded with something that they were 

looking for, or some relevant content that was targeted specifically at them.  While a 

television or print ad may inform or remind, there is typically no way to immediately 

interact with the marketing message.  When asked about the benefits of mobile 

advertising, 29 percent said ads gave them something for free, 27 percent said ads 

helped them find something nearby, and 25 percent said time and or money were saved 

((eMarketer Report, 2011).      

Examples of Success 

As with all advertising, however, mobile generates the best consumer response when it 

is targeted and entertaining.  Land Rover, a company that typically targets high net 

worth males for its four-wheel drive vehicles, used Apple’s iAd for a mobile campaign to 

launch its new Range Rover Evoque sports utility vehicle.  Because the brand wanted to 

target a slightly younger audience, mobile was the best format to deliver the kind of 

immersive and engaging experience the company hoped to achieve.  The ads, which ran 

in apps on iPhones and iPad devices in late 2011, enabled users to build their dream car 

with a few simple finger swipes, changing the Evoque’s color, body style, and wheels.  
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The ads also took advantage of the devices gyroscope capabilities, showing a 360-

degree view of the vehicle interior when the device was rotated.   

From a consumer engagement point of view, the Land Rover Evoque campaign 

was a success; on average, viewers spent 80 seconds with the ad, and those who 

interacted with the ads claimed purchase intent of two and a half times higher than 

those who watched television ads for the same exact vehicle.  The ad also had features 

like a zip-code look up to find the nearest dealer, a click-to-call feature to schedule an 

appointment for a test drive, and space to enter their contact information to receive 

more information.  According to the company, the campaign generated 128,000 gallery 

views, 45,000 video views, 5,000 dealer look-ups, and 1,100 click-to-call appointments.           

Another company that has had tremendous success with mobile marketing from 

a consumer point of view is entertainment brand HBO.  The company, which exists on a 

paid subscription based model rather than paid advertising like other entertainment 

networks, had one of the most downloaded mobile applications following its launch, 

topping out at one million by the end of the first week and three million within a few 

months.  Though the HBO GO app features entertainment content rather than 

advertising, the company is still an excellent example of the use of mobile formats to 

reach customers.  

The HBO Company recently ran a very successful mobile advertising campaign 

promoting its True Blood series.  The ads, which appeared in the mobile versions of 

movie review sites Flixster and Variety, began with a bloody fingerprint appearing when 
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a viewer touched the screen.  After two or three more screen taps brought 

corresponding bloody fingerprints, thick, 3D looking blood dripped from the top of the 

screen to the bottom, highlighting a pop-up ad allowing viewers to click-to-watch a 

trailer of the series.  The ad, which eventually expanded to other mobile sites across 

multiple devices and platforms, ultimately helped increase viewership of the series 38 

percent, with 5.1 million viewers tuning in to watch the season-three premier of True 

Blood.   

Yet another example of successful, targeted mobile advertising from HBO is the 

company’s recent holiday campaign, which ran this past November and December.  The 

campaign featured video content which ran in applications, allowing users to collect 

“points” in exchange for viewing content.  According to SessionM, the app network 

responsible for developing the campaign, 90 percent of viewers who saw the ad clicked 

to watch the video, and 96 percent of viewers who started the video finished it.  Once 

the video was finished, viewers could cash in their points for a $5 HBO store gift card, an 

action which was completed by 30 percent of viewers.  According to HBO, the campaign 

did result in a spike in holiday DVD sales.   Both the Land Rover and HBO examples 

demonstrate how mobile advertising can entertain and engage consumers, and 

ultimately bridge the gap from mere ad impression to actual transaction often more 

effectively than other mediums.  Mobile advertising, however is not without drawbacks.  

Several of these drawbacks will be discussed in the following chapter.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DRAWBACKS 

Challenges with Mobile Advertising 

Though mobile advertising, as demonstrated in the preceding chapters, has many 

benefits over other more traditional channels, it is not without drawbacks.  One of the 

biggest challenges is actually quite small – small screen sizes, that is.  While marketers 

and agencies alike were just getting used to the relatively smaller desktop computer 

screen size, as opposed to a television screen, a mobile phone offers comparatively less 

real-estate for compelling messaging and creative content.  Advertisers must choose 

just the right material to be displayed on what is often little less than a few inches of 

space; it must be informational without bombarding the consumer with unnecessary 

clutter.   

In addition to small literal sizes, digital files for mobile ads must be small.  While 

mobile browsing has certainly come a long way, especially with the current 4G and 4G 

LTE network speeds, ads that are large and complex are likely to load slower than the 

average consumer has patience for.  Though screen sizes are getting seemingly larger 

and more interactive, and developers and designers have even more room to work with 

when designing ads for tablets as opposed to phones, working within sizing constraints 

continues to be one of the largest drawbacks with mobile advertising.    

 Another downside to mobile advertising, related to small screen sizes, is what 

has become known as the “fat finger effect.”  This is the theory that many mobile 
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advertising clicks are actually accidental, because often times ones fingertips are larger 

than the place that is intended to be touched on a screen.  Though previous chapters 

have mentioned strong click-through rates and overall receptiveness to mobile 

advertising, a recent New York Times article claims that up to 47 percent of mobile app 

users said they click on mobile ads more often by mistake than on purpose (Miller, 

2012).   

In order to combat the “fat finger effect,” Google is testing the addition of a 

button that says “visit site” that appears when a user clicks on an image ad within an 

app, essentially double checking that the tap was intentional as opposed to accidental.  

Though asking users twice if they are sure of what they are doing has the potential to be 

off-putting, it also has the potential to make measurement techniques even more 

accurate for marketers.  Further, because much of mobile advertising is purchased on a 

pay-per-click basis, getting more accurate click-through response counts could lower 

overall campaign cost.     

Yet another problem with mobile advertising has to do with the proliferation of 

devices themselves, and the challenge of serving relevant, targeted content.  As an 

example, Apple sold 47.8 million iPhones in the fourth quarter of 2012 to a relatively 

wide demographic audience.  While there are some targeting capabilities based on app 

download statics and web usage history, there is a high likelihood that certain ads 

simply will not be relevant to a large percentage of viewers.  Mobile advertising does 

have the benefit, however, of real-time data collection and relatively easy updates, 
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meaning that mobile campaigns essentially have the capability to get smarter as they 

progress, eventually delivering more of the right message to the right customers.   

While geo-fencing capabilities and the opt-in nature of mobile advertising has 

the potential to further increase the likelihood of delivering  relative content, these 

features bring up one hesitation that many consumers have with mobile ads: privacy 

concerns and data security.  Many simply find it creepy that their phone seems to know 

where they are at all times, even if this is something they have opted to receive.  

According to a Pew Internet survey conducted in 2012, 57 percent of smart phone app 

users surveyed had either uninstalled an app over concerns about having to share 

personal information, or declined to install an app in the first place for similar reasons 

(Pew Internet Report, 2012).  The same report states that nearly a third (32 percent) of 

smart phone owners regularly clear their browsing and search history on their phones, 

and 19 percent of cell owners turn off location tracking features because of concerns 

that other individuals or companies could access that information.   

In its February, 2013 Mobile Privacy Disclosures report, the Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC) outlined a set of guidelines for app developers, operating system 

providers, and advertisers subtitled “Building Trust Through Transparency.”  Because 

mobile data collection is still relatively new it is not yet highly regulated, but the report 

did offer several recommendations on privacy disclosures.  Some recommendations 

have more commonly been implemented, such as providing just-in-time disclosures to 

consumers to obtain consent before collecting location data or other sensitive 
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information. Other recommendations, such as offering a “Do Not Track” mechanism for 

smart phone users have not.      

Mobile telecom providers, such as Verizon, AT&T, Sprint, etcetera, have more 

recently come under fire for collecting and selling mobile phone customers data to third 

parties such as advertisers and app developers.  One Verizon marketing executive 

recently said of the company’s customers, “We’re able to view just about everything 

they do,” (McCullagh, 2012).  While currently this collecting and selling activity is legal 

because information is aggregated and does not reveal any individuals unique identity, 

it is precisely this type of data mining that is raising red flags for consumers.  And though 

consumers always have the right to opt out of such data collection, many never realize 

that the lengthy and fine-printed contract they receive when they sign up for service 

with the company automatically opts them in for such activity.  The Electronic 

Communications Privacy Act, passed in 1986, does set legal requirements to protect 

wire, oral, and electronic data while in transit; however, much of mobile data collection 

exists in a space that is simply too new and quickly evolving to be highly regulated.           

Another problem with mobile advertising, also related directly to the role 

telecom provider’s play, is recent changes in data pricing.  Consumers are now being 

charged on a data-usage basis rather than having access to unlimited data, which is 

particularly relevant for bandwidth-heavier activities such as mobile video.  Verizon and 

AT&T have both introduced tiered pricing strategies, giving customers the option to buy 

“buckets” of data based on how much they typically consume.  While these pricing plans 
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have the potential to cause consumers to be more aware of their streaming activities, 

mobile video consumption has become so mainstream that industry experts believe 

habits are not likely to drastically change.  Some do, however, expect to see shifts in 

where mobile video is viewed, hypothesizing that some consumers will seek out free wi-

fi areas to do bandwidth-heavy mobile activities.        

 Perhaps one of the largest downsides to mobile advertising is the current lack of 

standardization.  Today, marketers and agencies alike are challenged to build campaigns 

that attempt to scale across various devices, operating systems, screen sizes, and 

network capabilities.  Often completely different ads are built for each device or 

platform, making campaign costs higher and aggregated measurement more difficult.  

When ads are not built correctly for each platform, the result can be a bad user 

experience.  Often a user will not be able to view an ad on a certain device, or will click 

on a display ad only to be taken to a non-mobile optimized website. 

 The problem of lack-of-standardization continues especially when we consider 

the global arena as opposed to simply the U.S mobile advertising landscape.  Devices 

and network capabilities are vastly different around the world, as are marketer and 

consumer expectations.  The following chapter will take a closer look at mobile 

advertising from a global perspective, as well as outline some areas yet to be discussed, 

such as mobile advertising in a business-to-business context.    
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CHAPTER SIX 

OTHER TOPICS OF DISCUSSION 

A Global Perspective 

Though this report has focused primarily on the U.S. mobile advertising landscape, Asia 

is currently the largest market, where mobile ad revenue for the region is driven by 

Japan and South Korea, followed by China and India.  In the rest of the world, Western 

Europe, Russia, Brazil and Mexico are likely to be key growth markets in the very near 

future as technology and device capabilities increase, and economies stabilize.  Chart C 

below shows current revenues, as well as estimates for the largest regions.   

 

 

 

One of the primary reasons for mobile’s success in Asia is the way in which 

consumers interact with their phones.  Many Asian countries use mobile devices as their 

primary method to connect to the web, with numerous consumers never even owning 

Mobile Advertising Revenue by Region, Worldwide, 2012-2016

millions of US dollars

2012 2013* 2016*

North America 3,181.5$              3,825.7$              8,866.2$              

Western Europe 1,660.5$              1,941.4$              4,445.5$              

Asia/Pacific and Japan 4,330.0$              4,864.9$              9,480.2$              

Rest of the World 6,441.1$              788.0$                  1,768.3$              

Total 15,613.1$            11,420.0$            24,560.2$            

*estimates

Source: Gartner, January 2013 (via: mobiThinking)

CHART C
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desktop computers in the first place.  Through smart phones and web-enabled feature 

phones, Asian consumers make transactions, play games, and interact socially in the 

same what that many Americans do on their personal computers. 

From an infrastructure point of view, many emerging markets are poised to 

catch-up quickly – if not surpass – the U.S. mobile infrastructure.  American carriers, 

having relied on wire-line networks for decades, now have to upgrade existing towers 

and construct new ones to keep up with technology and consumer demand.  For 

countries that never had a complex telephone infrastructure to begin with, starting 

fresh is a much less costly endeavor.  China, for example, began its mobile infrastructure 

with 2G architecture and upgrades to 3G have been relatively easy.   

Finally, because mobile phones are more integrated with daily life in many Asian 

countries, mobile advertising is more accepted and is seen as something that can 

actually add value for consumers.  Many brands in Asia invest more heavily in mobile 

advertising than American brands do, often creating innovative rich media campaigns 

that consumers often look forward to interacting with. 

In South Korea, a particularly mobile-friendly region, Homeplus, an affiliate of 

the British supermarket chain Tesco, allows consumers to shop for groceries using their 

devices from a virtual supermarket.  After downloading the supermarkets app to their 

phones, consumers scan QR codes from virtual shelves that feature life-like pictures of 

over 500 products, and then specify when and where they would like their groceries 

delivered.  The virtual stores, which are currently found on underground transportation 
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platforms, are designed to make life easier for consumers and take advantage of a 

population that is quick to adopt new technology.      

Business-to-Business Opportunities 

While much of the excitement and growth surrounding mobile advertising has been 

business-to-consumer focused, mobile has the potential to impact great change in 

business-to-business marketing as well.  As with consumer focused campaigns, mobile 

allows an advertiser to deliver engaging content and targeted messaging that is narrow 

enough to achieve specific business objectives, yet broad enough to attract enterprise-

wide attention.  More importantly, mobile – more than any other medium – provides 

the opportunity to generate rich dialogue with customers, offering the kind of service 

and ongoing support that traditional channels might be lacking.  This additional value 

received by the customer ultimately has the potential to generate loyalty and lead to 

competitive advantage.     

Because of its unique real-time capabilities, mobile advertising to businesses has 

the potential to deliver alerts and news when new solutions are available, as well as 

assist with lead generation.  When marketers go to trade shows, events, or sales 

meetings, they have the opportunity to use mobile devices to immediately show client 

solutions, tailoring them instantly depending on the customer’s unique need.  Mobile 

not only promotes brand awareness, in business-to-business contexts, it demonstrates 

the kind of cutting-edge thinking that many enterprise customers are looking for.   
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 The Intel Corporation is one company that has found success with mobile 

business-to-business advertising.  In 2010, the multinational semiconductor chip maker 

leveraged mobile display ads to support its larger “Meet the Processors” campaign.  One 

of the challenges faced by Intel is customer education, and the company found that 

display ads placed on mobile news web sites – such as CNN and CBS – allowed potential 

customers to link directly to their website, providing a forum for information.   

 Siemens AG is another company that has utilized mobile business-to-business 

advertising.  The electrical engineering company ran banner ads exclusively in Time 

Inc.’s magazine application optimized for BlackBerry devices, providing the company 

with a specific, targeted audience.  The ads focused on the company’s dedication to 

corporate social responsibility, as well as provided links to products and services, 

investor relations, and press releases.   

Whether using mobile for business-to-business, business-to-consumer, U.S. 

campaigns, or global messaging, this report has examined the current capabilities, 

benefits and drawbacks to mobile advertising.  The following chapter will present 

recommendations for marketers, offering suggestions for using mobile advertising 

effectively.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROFESSIONALS AND CONCLUSION 

Now more than ever, marketers are beginning to understand that mobile advertising is 

essential to a successful, integrated campaign.  Smartphones and tablets are becoming 

essential devices for many consumers, and increases in demographic and geographic 

targeting capabilities give marketers a prime opportunity to reach customers at or near 

the point of sale.  However both technology and consumer expectations are changing 

arguably faster than many professionals are comfortable with.  In order to fully leverage 

the potential of mobile, professionals should remember the following five simple points.      

 

1. Define Objectives and Set Clear Metrics for Success   

As with any other medium, mobile ad campaigns require thought and planning from 

concept through completion.  Comprehensive campaigns should have clear expectations 

as to where mobile fits in to the overall integrated marketing strategy.  Though many 

mobile formats are relatively easy to enable, and updates may seem effortless, 

successful campaigns should have explicitly defined goals from the start.  Whether 

driving consumers to web or retail locations, promoting overall awareness, or providing 

entertainment and conversation opportunities for consumers, well-though-out 

objectives make implementation and measurement easier.  While it is possible to test 

campaigns and optimize throughout, knowing success metrics from the beginning will 
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allow marketers to know what is working and what is not, and when goals have been 

achieved.  

2. Remember How Consumers Use Mobile Devices 

Whether a method for staying in touch, a way to consume media and entertainment, or 

as a web browsing and shopping tool, people today use mobile devices for a variety of 

activities; mobile advertising has the potential to influence at many touch points.  

Successful campaigns remember the context in which the viewer is seeing the ad, and 

make calls to action simple.  Mobile content is more frequently consumed on the go, 

and advertising that is clear and related to other mobile activities is more likely to be 

interacted with and receive positive reactions.     

3. Do Not Ignore the Post-Click Experience 

Mobile advertising is unique in that it frequently begins, rather than ends, when content 

is viewed.  Failing to provide a fluid experience after the initial click can be a damaging 

mistake.  Campaigns should be tested rigorously to make sure the entire experience is 

working properly and is engaging, including the ability to view information, click through 

to web-sites or social media links, download apps or other content, and any other 

conceivable post-click actions.  Whenever possible, click-through-to-web experiences 

should also be mobile optimized.  Seeing a mobile campaign, only to be linked to the 

desktop version of a site is not only frustrating for consumers, it is a good way to 

damage the potential for  ongoing customer relationships.      
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4. Focus on Adding Value Rather than Mass-Informing 

Mobile has the unique potential to immediately fulfill needs and provide value above 

and beyond that which traditional channels can.  Many mobile customers are more and 

more accepting of advertising on their devices, but they expect something in return.  

While mobile offers unique ways to reach your target effectively through behavioral, 

demographic, or location-based targeting, this level of detailed consumer research 

should be used to implicitly understand what your target wants and deliver content that 

consistently exceeds their expectations.  Whether free content, entertainment, or 

customized information, giving the customer value in exchange for engagement is more 

likely to create and maintain loyalty.   

5. Always be Authentic and Transparent 

Mobile users, while willing to share a certain degree of information, are often hyper-

sensitive to data and security issues.  Consumers like to know what they are getting in 

to, and approaching advertising with an authentic and transparent mindset is more 

likely to generate engagement and conversation from your target customers.  Pay 

attention to recommendations for consumer data protection from legal and regulatory 

agencies, and go above and beyond whenever possible.  Also, provide a clear and simple 

way for consumers to opt out of content they do not wish to receive.  When security 

issues are questioned, respond promptly and honestly, reassuring consumers that their 

privacy and data protection is a high priority.   
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This report has attempted to explain the current mobile marketing landscape, 

including a history, overview of techniques, monetization and measurement, and 

consumer response.  The ultimate goal, however, was to provide a set of usable 

guidelines, allowing marketers to take advantage of the huge opportunity that mobile 

advertising has created.  If implemented successfully, mobile campaigns can more 

effectively reach target consumers, encourage conversation, promote loyalty, and 

effectively achieve many other strategic marketing goals.    
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